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Multiple Levels of Affinity-Dependent DNA Discrimination in Cre-LoxP
Recombination†

Kathy A. Gelato,‡ Shelley S. Martin,§ Scott Wong,‡ and Enoch P. Baldwin*,§,|

Biochemistry and Molecular Biology Graduate Group, Section of Molecular and Cellular Biology, and
Department of Chemistry, UniVersity of California, DaVis, 1 Shields AVenue, DaVis, California 95616

ReceiVed March 15, 2006; ReVised Manuscript ReceiVed August 3, 2006

ABSTRACT: Cre recombinase residue Arg259 mediates a canonical bidentate hydrogen-bonded contact
with Gua27 of its LoxP DNA substrate. Substituting Cyt8-Gua27 with the three other basepairs, to give
LoxAT, LoxTA, and LoxGC, reduced Cre-mediated recombination in vitro, with the preference order of
Gua27> Ade27∼ Thy27 . Cyt27. While LoxAT and LoxTA exhibited 2.5-fold reduced affinity and
2.5-5-fold slower reaction rates, LoxGC was a barely functional substrate. Its maximum level of turnover
was 6-fold reduced over other substrates, and it exhibited 8.5-fold reduced Cre binding and 6.3-fold slower
turnover rate. With LoxP, the rate-limiting step for recombination occurs after protein-DNA complex
assembly but before completion of the first strand exchange to form the Holliday junction (HJ) intermediate.
With the mutant substrates, it occurs after HJ formation. Using an increased DNA-binding E262Q/E266Q
“CreQQ” variant, all four substrates react more readily, but with much less difference between them, and
maintained the earlier rate-limiting step. The data indicate that Cre discriminates substrates through
differences in (i) concentration dependence of active complex assembly, (ii) turnover rate, and (iii) maximum
yield of product at saturation, all of which are functions of the Cre-DNA binding interaction. CreQQ
suppression of Lox mutant defects implies that coupling between binding and turnover involves a change
in Cre subunit DNA affinities during the “conformational switch” that occurs prior to the second strand
exchange. These results provide an example of how a DNA-binding enzyme can exert specificity via
affinity modulation of conformational transitions that occur along its reaction pathway.

High fidelity substrate recognition is critical for appropriate
enzyme function. For site-specific DNA-modifying enzymes,
substrate DNA sequences must be differentiated from an ex-
cess of similarly structured nonsubstrate sequences to proper-
ly control replication, gene expression, base repair, topologi-
cal state, and recombination. To achieve maximum specific-
ity, these proteins often exhibit multiple levels of DNA dis-
crimination. At a primary level, recognition of double helical
structure in conjunction with base- or structure-specific
atomic features recruit site-specific enzymes to their target
sites (“binding specificity”), and differentiation is exerted
via stability differences between cognate and noncognate
protein-DNA complexes. However, many enzymes also
exert additional specificity in the progression from reactant
to product (“kinetic specificity”) (1-6). Thus, specificity-
conferring protein-DNA interactions can be categorized as
contributing to assembly of active complexes or promoting
the required chemical reaction steps (5, 7). For example,
interactions of MuA transposase with DNA target recognition
elements affect substrate binding and transpososome as-
sembly but not the rate of DNA cleavage and strand transfer

(8). In contrast, restriction enzymes and DNA glycosylases
exert specificity in the chemical step through transition-state
recognition (1-3), so that active-site residues are correctly
positioned only if the cognate DNA sequence or three-
dimensional structure is present. Because of high transition-
state energies, this kinetic specificity provides a powerful
differentiation mechanism, which contributes up to 106- to
108-fold to restriction enzyme fidelity (9, 10). Conceivably,
any sequence-sensitive energy barrier that occurs after
protein-DNA complex assembly could influence substrate
discrimination. Therefore, reactions involving multiple steps
and conformational changes have many potential points at
which DNA sequences can regulate activity.

Bacteriophage P1 Cre protein promotes site-specific
recombination at 34 bp1 LoxP sites (Figure 1a) (11-14) via
a multistep reaction mechanism that requires protein and
DNA conformational changes (Figure 1b) (15). We previ-
ously demonstrated that Cre differentiates LoxP from a
mutant Lox site via both DNA binding and turnover2 rate
(16). In this respect, Cre is unlike MuA transposase, in that
its interactions with LoxP enforce both binding and kinetic
specificity. In the present study, we studied Cre’s ability to
recombine several variant Lox sites that it binds with
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1 bp, number of basepairs; HJ, Holliday junction (intermediate);
EMSA, electrophoretic mobility shift assay.

2 Substrate turnover, the combined conversion of substrate to reaction
intermediates and products; reaction extent, the maximum percentage
of substrate reacted to form HJs, products, or both in the in vitro
recombination reactions, derived from binding or kinetic models.
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different affinities and identified three levels at which Cre
differentiates substrates. We also bracketed the post-binding
step at which kinetic specificity is exerted.

The LoxP recombination substrate (Figure 1a) is comprised
of two 13 bp inverted repeat Cre binding elements (“13 bp
repeat”) separated by an 8 bp asymmetric intervening
segment (“8 bp spacer”) that contains the cleavage sites for
strand exchange (12, 17). Cre recombination activity is
directed solely by its LoxP substrate to insert, excise, or
invert DNA segments (12, 18-20). Specific protein-protein
and protein-DNA interactions direct assembly of the active
recombination complex that contains four Cre monomers and
two LoxP sites (15, 21). Substantial DNA bends within the
LoxP 8 bp spacer allow formation of the required intersubunit
protein-protein contacts, suggesting that active complex
stability may be determined by the interplay of favorable
intermolecular interactions and unfavorable protein and DNA
distortions.

The Cre-Lox conservative recombination mechanism is
shared with other members of the tyrosine recombinase
family, such as bacteriophage lambda integrase,Escherichia
coli XerC/XerD, andSaccharomyces cereVisiaeFLP recom-

binase (13, 22-25). Recombination occurs in two consecu-
tive single-strand exchanges in which the signatory active-
site tyrosine acts as a nucleophile for cleavage and as a
leaving group for ligation (Figure 1b) (14). To limit exchange
to a single pair of DNA strands, chemically identical Cre
subunits are differentiated into two distinct conformations.
One pair of monomers is in the “cleaving” conformation that
is activated for strand exchange, while the other two mono-
mers have the “noncleaving” inactive conformation (15). The
first exchange is preferentially initiated by bottom strand
cleavage on the right side of the 8 bp spacer (14, 26-30)
(Figure 1a), and the resulting covalent intermediate is
converted to the Holliday junction intermediate (HJ1) through
ligation to the cleaved homologue strand. To activate second-
strand cleavage, the Cre tetramer undergoes “HJ isomeriza-
tion” in which a “conformational switch” (15) interchanges
active and inactive subunit conformations. Second strand
exchange is then effected by resolving the HJ into recom-
binant products via upper strand cleavage and ligation on
the left side of the spacer, analogous to a reversal of the
first exchange (14, 31). The multistep nature of this reaction
and the fact that sequence-specific protein-DNA interactions

FIGURE 1: LoxP site, Cre-Lox recombination mechanism and the Arg259-Gua27 protein-DNA interface. (a) LoxP sequence and symmetric
8/27 substitutions. The 34 bp LoxP sequence is shown, with each position numbered 1-34 on the top strand. LoxP is comprised of two 13
bp inverted repeat binding elements (uppercase) surrounding an asymmetric 8 bp spacer (lowercase). Cleavage sites for strand exchange are
indicated with vertical arrows. The position 8 and 27 substitution sites are highlighted (gray boxes). The 8/27 base pair substitutions are
listed for the substrates LoxAT, LoxTA, and LoxGC. (b) Recombination mechanism. During recombination, four Cre monomers associate
with two LoxP sites. Two Cre monomers are in an active “cleaving” conformation (light gray circles), while the other two monomers are
in the inactive “noncleaving” conformation (dark gray circles). Strand exchange is accomplished by single strand cleavage to form a covalent
phosphotyrosine-DNA intermediate (not shown) followed by strand “swapping” and religation of the homologous strands. The first strand
exchange step (“initiation”) forms a Holliday junction (HJ) intermediate complex. During HJ complex isomerization, the Cre subunits
undergo a “conformational switch”, in which inactive Cre monomers are now activated for cleavage, and the active monomers are inactivated.
In the second strand exchange step (“HJ resolution”), the HJ is resolved to form recombinant products. We hypothesize that the Cre
cleaving conformation has higher DNA affinity than the noncleaving conformation. (c) Protein-DNA interactions near the 8/27 substitutions,
in a CreWT/LoxP HJ complex (35). Helix J (green ribbons) occupies the LoxP major groove, centered on the Cyt8-Gua27 base-pair (black
bonds, interbase hydrogen bonds are indicated by orange dotted lines). Arg259 recognizes Gua27 O6 and N7 atoms via paired hydrogen
bonds with the guanidinium Nε and Nη2 atoms, respectively, while Glu262 makes close contact (2.8 Å) with the phosphate of Ade25 (black
dotted lines).
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persist through its entirety (15, 32-35) provide many points
for differentiating substrates during and after recombination
complex assembly.

Given its simple substrate requirements and high ef-
ficiency, Cre-Lox recombination has enjoyed wide use for
altering chromosome structure in living cells (36-39). The
lack of useful Lox-related sequences in most host genomes
has stimulated efforts to alter Cre DNA specificity via protein
engineering with some success (40-42). Despite these
technological advances, the fundamental mechanisms by
which Cre differentiates substrates and nonsubstrates is
largely unknown.

Our previous work (16) focused on the effects of a
symmetric substitution at positions 8 and 27 ("8/27 basepair")
within the 13 bp repeat binding elements to make “LoxAT”3

(Figure 1a). This mutation not only reduced substrate binding
but also slowed the turnover rate by wild-type Cre
(“CreWT”4). The results suggested that there might be a gen-
eral relationship between the substrate affinity and the recom-
bination rate, providing a kinetic component to Cre DNA
discrimination mechanisms. This connection was supported
by the suppression of the LoxAT defects by the CreQQ4

mutant that contains the Glu262f Gln and Glu266f Gln
substitutions (Figure 1c). CreQQ exhibited enhanced DNA
binding and increased reaction rates with both LoxP and
LoxAT, but differentially, so that CreQQ was much less able
to distinguish between LoxP and LoxAT. The structural basis
for this “affinity-kinetic coupling” was not obvious. In the
CreWT/LoxAT HJ complex crystal structure (PDB entry
1MA7), reduced Cre binding could be readily rationalized
from the local rearrangements in protein-DNA interactions
induced by the LoxAT substitutions (16). However, no
disruption of the 17-20 Å distant catalytic site was observed.

The Cre interaction with the LoxP 8/27 basepair is
mediated by a canonicalR-helix/major groove contact
involving bidentate hydrogen bonds between Arg259 and
Gua275 (Figure 1c). This interaction is critical for substrate
recognition, since mutation of Arg259 to Gln, Asn, Asp, and
Leu abolished LoxP binding (43). In general, bidentate
recognition of Gua N7 and O6 atoms by Arg guanidinium
nitrogens occurs frequently in protein-DNA complexes. Our
own survey of a culled library of 139 protein/DNA com-
plexes (44) revealed 63 instances of bidentate Gua-Arg
interactions (see Experimental Procedures, and Supplemental
Table 1, Supporting Information). The Nε-O6/Nη2-N7

interaction (Figure 1c) is observed in 10 of the 63 occur-
rences. In particular, the yeast Cre homologue FLP recom-
binase recognizes its LoxP-like FRT target site analogously
(45), and this Arg-Gua interaction is also critical to Flp/
FRT recognition (46-49). Arg259 is also conserved in a
number of other tyrosine recombinases (24). In the lambda
integrase/att recognition complex structures, it interacts with

an analogous guanine inatt sites but only via a single
hydrogen bond (50, 51).

The structural specificity and the conservation of this Arg-
Gua interaction in related tyrosine recombinases, in conjunc-
tion with the structural responses observed in the CreWT/
LoxAT complex (16), suggested that Cre should be highly
selective for the Cyt8-Gua27 basepair. In this work, we
characterized the effects of substituting each of the other
basepairs at LoxP position 8/27 to probe both Cre specificity
for this site and the generality of our previous conclusions.
We addressed the following questions: (1) How does Cre
respond to different basepairs at this position in terms of
complex assembly efficiency and substrate turnover rate? (2)
Is there a persistent connection between turnover rate and
DNA-binding affinity? (3) Which reaction step(s) are
perturbed to account for the slower turnover rates? Our
results indicate that with CreWT each Lox mutation altered
complex assembly efficiency and turnover rate to varying
degrees. Further, these defects are attributable to weaker Cre
binding since they were readily suppressed by the enhanced-
affinity CreQQ mutant. The substitutions similarly changed
the rate-limiting step for the CreWT reactions, and this
change was reversed with CreQQ. Together, the data support
the idea that Cre DNA affinity and reaction rate are coupled
through affinity-dependent conformational changes that occur
during the reaction cycle.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Cre Proteins, Lox Substrates and the QuantitatiVe Re-
combination Assay.N-terminal His6-tagged CreWT and
CreQQ were purified as previously described (16, 52). LoxP
and Lox8/27 mutant substrate oligonucleotides were obtained
from MWG Biotech, and32P 5′-end-labeled 220 bp Lox-
containing fragments of LoxP and each mutant were prepared
as previously described (16, 35). The results for LoxGC were
replicated using two different synthetic DNA preparations
and multiple 220 bp fragment DNA labeling reactions.

In all single turnover intermolecular recombination reac-
tions (16, 35), synthetic 34 bp Lox was mixed with gel-
purified, labeled 220 bp Lox-containing DNA in reaction
buffer (300 mM LiOAc, 1 mM Na-EDTA, 20 mM Tris-
acetate, pH 8.3) to a total volume of 10-50 µL. Reactions
were quenched with loading buffer (final concentrations of
1% SDS, 20 mM DTT, 6% glycerol, 0.5 mg/mL proteinase
K, and 0.05% bromophenol blue) and digested for 1 h at 37
°C prior to electrophoresis through SDS/10% polyacrylamide
gels. A Fuji Image plate was exposed to the dried gels and
scanned using Molecular Dynamics Storm 860 image plate
reader. Relative labeled DNA band intensities were quanti-
tated using ImageQuant.

3 A8/T27 (LoxAT), T8/A27 (LoxTA), and G8/C27 (LoxGC), Lox
sites containing substitutions of Cyt-Gua and Gua-Cyt basepairs at
positions 8 and 27 in Lox, with Ade-Thy and Thy-Ade basepairs,
Thy-Ade, and Ade-Thy basepairs, and Gua-Cyt and Cyt-Gua
basepairs, respectively.

4 CreWT, wild-type Cre recombinase with a His6 N-terminal tag;
CreQQ, CreWT in which glutamate residues at positions 262 and 266
have been substituted with glutamine.

5 Amino acids and deoxynucleotides are referred to by their three-
letter code.

Table 1: CreWT and CreQQ Binding Parametersa

complex extent,f KD (nM) Hill coefficient, R
CreWT-LoxPb 67 ( 8 58( 13 2.1( 0.8
LoxTA 65 ( 1 144( 13 3.1( 0.3
LoxATb 57 ( 8 146( 22 3.9( 0.3
LoxGC 12( 1 496( 60 2.0( 0.2
CreQQ-LoxPb 41 ( 9 27( 6 2.0( 0.6
LoxTA 55 ( 5 47( 3 2.8( 0.3
LoxATb 56 ( 3 58( 7 2.5( 0.4
LoxGC 56( 8 68( 3 3.9( 0.1

a The parameters were fit to the modified Hill binding function as
described in Experimental Procedures.b Data from ref16.
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It should be noted that different reaction quench methods
can affect HJ accumulation levels. The SDS/proteinase/heat
method used here is the most rapid we know of. For others
(53-55), reactions quenched with SDS, proteinase, phenol,
or heat yielded similar low HJ levels, indicating that the
methods used in this work do not introduce unusual bias. In
contrast, ethidium bromide quenching trapped more than 50%
of the substrate as HJ intermediates (54), suggesting that it
altered the on-enzyme equilibria between substrates, inter-
mediates, and products (53-55). In our work, we cannot
rule out the idea that SDS/proteinase may dissociate the lower
stability mutant Lox complexes more readily, preventing
them from reacting further as they might in CreWT/LoxP
and CreQQ reactions. However, we have not observed
significant post-quench reactivity (data not shown), and we
do not see the higher HJ and lower product levels expected
if post-quench HJ resolution was blocked. In fact, the Lox
8/27 mutant reactions generally accumulate lower HJ levels
while the more tightly binding CreQQ reaction accumulates
higher levels (Table 3).

ActiVe Complex Assembly Titrations Assays.To assess the
strength of the Cre-Lox interaction, the disappearance of the
220 bp substrate (“substrate turnover”2) was measured as a
function of complex concentration, by titrating a fixed
amount of nonlimiting labeled 220 bp substrate with different
Cre-synthetic Lox concentrations in 16-h endpoint reactions
(16). The 220 bp Lox-containing DNA duplex concentration
was ∼2 nM, while the 4:1 Cre-Lox concentrations were
varied for each substrate and are as previously described for
LoxP and LoxAT (16). The Cre/Lox complex concentration,
defined as 34 bp Lox concentration, differed for each reaction
as follows: CreWT/LoxTA: 20, 45, 60, 90, 120, 200, and
400 nM; CreWT/LoxGC: 150, 300, 450, 600, 900, 1200,
1350, 1600, 1800, and 2400 nM; CreQQ/LoxTA and CreQQ/
LoxGC: 10, 20, 30, 45, 90, 120, and 200 nM. Complex
assembly parameters were determined by fitting the measured
amount of substrate turnover (V′) and total complex concen-
tration ([complex]) to the functionV′ ) (f[complex]R/(KD

R

+ [complex]R). The fit parameters weref, the maximum
amount of substrate turnover (“extent”2); KD, the apparent
dissociation constant; andR, the apparent Hill coefficient
(reported as the average of four independent experiments(
the standard deviation in Table 1).

Single TurnoVer Kinetic Assays.In time course reactions
(16), the 220 bp Lox-containing DNA was 10 nM, and Cre/
Lox concentrations were saturated at 4800 nM Cre and 1200
nM Lox, except for CreWT/LoxGC, which was at 9600 nM

CreWT and 2400 nM LoxGC. CreWT/LoxTA, CreWT/
LoxGC, CreQQ/LoxTA, and CreQQ/LoxGC reactions were
quenched at 30, 60, 120, 240, 480, 960, and 1920 s, with
CreWT/LoxGC having an additional time point of 3600 s.
Rate parameters were determined by fitting the measured
quantities of percent substrate reacted (V′) and reaction time
(from reaction start until quenching,t) to the functionV′(t)
) f{1 - [Ae-k1t + (1 - A)e-k2t]}. The fit parameters weref,
the percent of substrate turnover att ) ∞ (“extent”); A and
k1, the amplitude and rate constant for the reaction slow
phase;k2, the rate constant for the fast phase (reported as
the average of four independent experiments( the standard
deviation in Table 2).

We also fit the time dependence of HJ or product
formation in each reaction to the biphasic model, with one
exception. Because it was not possible to fit the delayed
product appearance in LoxGC reactions to the biphasic
model, we fit the data to a three-component sequential kinetic
model (a f b f c) by simulation, as previously described
(35). The fit parameters aref, the extent of HJ or product
formation att ) ∞; A, the fraction of substrate reacting from
thea state,k1, rate constant for conversion froma to b, and
k2, rate constant conversion ofb to c. Under certain
conditions ofA, k1, andk2, the fit parameters are identical
for the two models. For others, adjustments inA, using the
biphasic model rate constants, render them superimposable
within experimental error. For comparisons to LoxGC, the
following A values for the sequential model yield identical
progress curves with the biphasic rate constants given in
Tables 2-4. For CreWT and each substrate, theA values
for total substrate reacted, HJ formation, and product
formation, respectively, are LoxP, 0.36, 0.57, and 0.45;
LoxTA, 0.65, 0.30, and 0; and LoxAT, 0.80, 0.38, and 0.
For LoxGC, a biphasicA value of 0.94 yields the equivalent
time course to the sequential time course in whichA equals
0.87 for substrate disappearance, while HJ and product
formation were only fit to the sequential model.

Database Analysis of Protein-DNA Interactions.A da-
tabase of 139 protein-DNA complex structures (44) was
analyzed for contacts within 3.2 Å between specific amino
acid and base atoms: (a) any Gua-Arg interaction (60
proteins, 98 interactions); (b) all bidentate Arg-Gua interac-
tions (any Nε/Nη2 or Nη1/Nη2 paired with O6 and N7, 43
proteins, 63 interactions); and (c) Arg259-like bidentate
interactions (Nε-O6 and Nη2-N7, 9 proteins, 10 interactions).
We also identified several acid-phosphate contacts within
3.2 Å (Glu Oε1/Oε2 or Asp Oδ1/Oδ2 to phosphate O1P/O2P, 6

Table 2: CreWT and CreQQ Kinetic Parametersa: Rates of Substrate Disappearance

reaction extent,f A k1 (× 103 s-1) k2 (× 103 s-1) t1/2 (s)b RLSc

CreWT-LoxPd 60 ( 6 0.42( 0.02 4.5( 1.3 32( 3 48 first strand exchange
LoxTA 64 ( 3 0.81( 0.08 4.3( 1.0 22( 3 119 HJ resolution
LoxATd 62 ( 10 0.87( 0.04 2.7( 0.6 35( 6 234 HJ resolution
LoxGCe 7 ( 2 0.87( 0.06 2.1( 0.2 24( 2 301 HJ resolution
CreQQ-LoxPd 42 ( 1 0.54( 0.05 14( 0.2 120( 5 19 first strand exchange
LoxTA 60 ( 2 0.27( 0.05 5.1( 0.8 54( 6 19 first strand exchange
LoxATd 48 ( 2 0.43( 0.01 9.0( 0.1 93( 6 17 first strand exchange
LoxGC 55( 2 0.28( 0.03 7.0( 3.0 57( 6 18 first strand exchange

a The parameters were fit to the biphasic kinetic function as described in Experimental Procedures.b Values fort1/2 are calculated based on the
averaged curve fits for each reaction (see Figure 4b).c The rate-limiting step (“RLS”) occurs either during the first strand cleavage and exchange
to form the HJ intermediate (“first strand exchange”) or during HJ isomerization or the second strand exchange to form recombinant products (“HJ
resolution”).d Data from ref16. e The data were fit to the sequentiala f b f c kinetic model described in Experimental Procedures, for comparison
with CreWT/LoxGC product formation.
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interactions in 6 proteins). These results excluded catalytic
Glu or Asp residues in 10 metal-dependent endonucleases.
Searches were performed using the automated scripts for the
PDB file editor EDPDB (56), followed by visual confirma-
tion. The results of this analysis are summarized in Supple-
mental Tables 1 and 2 (Supporting Information).

RESULTS

The Effects of LoxP 8/27 Substitutions on Complex
Assembly and TurnoVer Rate.We compared how each Lox
8/27 substitution influences active complex assembly and
reaction time course (16). Because recombination complexes
dissociate slowly, only single-turnover reactions were uti-
lized. To complete the series of 8/27 substitutions, we
generated two new substrates, LoxTA and LoxGC, in which
the Cyt8/Gua27 base pair was replaced with Thy-Ade and
Gua-Cyt base pairs, respectively (Figure 1a). In the previ-
ously established activity assays in vitro (16, 35), recombina-
tion of a32P end-labeled 220 bp Lox-containing DNA duplex
with a 34 bp synthetic Lox site yields faster-migrating 141
and 113 bp labeled products, and the slower-migrating HJ
intermediate, which are quantitated by SDS-PAGE and
autoradiography (Figure 2).

To assess effects on active complex assembly, we mea-
sured the amount of substrate turnover in 16-h endpoint
reactions as a function of complex concentration (representa-

tive gels for the LoxGC active complex assembly titration
are shown in Figure 2). We define “substrate turnover”2 as
the disappearance of labeled substrate, reacted to HJ inter-
mediates or products, and “reaction extent”2 as the maximum
percentage of substrate converted. The data were fit using
the Hill binding function to yield apparent binding constants
and Hill coefficients (described in Experimental Procedures
and ref16). The apparentKD value (Table 1) provides a
combined assessment of monomer-binding, dimerization, and
tetramerization equilibria that contribute to active Cre4Lox2

complex formation. The physical significance of the Hill
coefficients in these reactions is not well understood but may
reflect the interplay between DNA binding and subunit
interactions (16). The concentration dependence of substrate
turnover was plotted for LoxTA and LoxGC (Figure 3a),
and titration curves for all substrates are illustrated normal-
ized to their mean reaction extents (Figure 4a).

While LoxAT, LoxTA and LoxGC bound poorly in an
electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA,1 2-4% of LoxP
binding) (57), they formed significant products in our in vitro
recombination assay. Compared with LoxP, higher complex
concentrations were required to achieve half the maximum
amount of substrate turnover (“apparentKD”), and LoxGC
was most dramatic in this regard (Figure 4a). Whereas
LoxAT and LoxTA increased the apparentKD 2.5-fold
compared to LoxP, LoxGC increased theKD 8.5-fold
compared to LoxP (Table 1). The apparent Hill coefficients
of each of these substrates varied, with LoxAT (16) having
the highest value (3.9) and LoxGC having the lowest (2.0),
although this value is unreliable due to the low level of
LoxGC reaction. Generally, LoxP 8/27 substitutions have
varying degrees of influence on the affinity and cooperative
assembly required to form an active Cre-Lox synapse.
However and unexpectedly, the CreWT/LoxGC reaction
extent was reduced to only 12%, compared to LoxP, LoxTA,
and LoxAT reaction extents of 57-67% (Table 1).

To assess effects on substrate turnover rates, we measured
time-dependent substrate disappearance in single turnover
reactions at saturating complex concentrations. Substrate
turnover data were plotted for LoxTA and LoxGC (Figure
3b) and normalized single turnover progress curves for all
substrates were compared (Figure 4b). As previously de-
scribed for CreWT/LoxAT reactions (16), either biexponen-
tial or nearly-equivalent sequential (a f b f c) kinetic
models are required to adequately describe the time-course
data (See Experimental Procedures). These four-parameter
fits yielded rate constants for “slow” and “fast” phases that
differed by factors of 5-13 (Table 2). The correspondences
between these fast and slow processes and mechanistic
reaction steps are not known but may be related to the
formation of two populations of reactive complexes prior to
strand exchange, one of which may require a structural
rearrangement prior to performing recombination. Multiple
kinetic processes can be an indication of a heterogeneous
enzyme preparation. However, with some substrates Cre
exhibits monophasic reaction kinetics (30, 35), supporting
the idea of two populations of complexes rather than two
different enzyme activities.

Overall, the substituted substrates had reduced turnover
rates compared to LoxP (Figure 4b). LoxGC, with the lowest
apparent affinity, had the most substantially reduced turnover
rate (Table 2). Usingt1/2 estimates, the time required to turn

Table 3: CreWT and CreQQ HJ Formation Kinetic Parameters

reaction
HJ

extenta, f A
k1

(× 103 s-1)
k2

(× 103 s-1)
t1/2

(s)b

CreWT-LoxP 11( 1 0.63( 0.03 5.3( 0.2 49( 13 53
LoxTA 12 ( 3 0.41( 0.17 13( 3 45( 6 29
LoxAT 8 ( 1 0.47( 0.01 6.6( 0.2 32( 11 41
LoxGCc 1.2 0.74 5.8 71 88
CreQQ-LoxP 11( 1 0.50( 0.04 7.9( 1.2 89( 1 21
LoxTA 24 ( 3 0.47( 0.05 8.5( 0.9 90( 4 19
LoxAT 15 ( 1 0.30( 0.01 3.2( 0.1 96( 1 14
LoxGC 21( 2 0.34( 0.13 8.8( 1.8 68( 10 17

a The fit value of "f" describes the maximal amount substrate reacted
to HJ complexes only; HJ extent+ products extent (Table 4)= extent
(Table 2).b Values fort1/2 are calculated based on the averaged curve
fits for each reaction (see Figure 5).c Because of low substrate turnover,
the parameters reported are from the fit of the averaged data points
from four replicate reactions. The data were fit to the sequentiala f
b f c kinetic model described in Experimental Procedures, for
comparison with CreWT/LoxGC product formation.

Table 4: CreWT and CreQQ Product Formation Kinetic Parameters

reaction
products
extenta, f A

k1

(× 103 s-1)
k2

(× 103 s-1)
t1/2

(s)b

CreWT-LoxP 45( 5 0.59( 0.12 6.2( 1.9 26( 6 59
LoxTA 55 ( 2 0 0 3.8( 1.0 181
LoxAT 62 ( 11 0 0 3.1( 1.0 223
LoxGCc 6.0 1 6.5 2.2 482
CreQQ-LoxP 33( 2 0.34( 0.07 5.7( 0.6 58( 5 21
LoxTA 35 ( 3 0.24( 0.02 12( 3 66( 6 15
LoxAT 37 ( 5 0.49( 0.04 7.4( 3.5 71( 2 24
LoxGC 33( 2 0.24( 0.04 12( 4 63( 17 15

a The fit value of "f" describes the maximal amount substrate reacted
to products (not including HJ intermediates); products extent+ HJ
extent (Table 3)= extent (Table 2).b Values fort1/2 are calculated based
on the averaged curve fits for each reaction (see Figure 5).c There was
60-s lag in product formation in this reaction, and therefore the data
were fit to the sequentiala f b f c kinetic model described in
Experimental Procedures. The parameters reported are from the fit of
the averaged data points from four replicate reactions.
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over half the maximum amounts of substrate calculated from
the kinetic model, LoxP reacts the fastest, LoxTA is 2.5-
fold slower, LoxAT is 4.9-fold slower, and LoxGC is 6.3-
fold slower.

As was previously observed with LoxAT (16), the apparent
rate constants for disappearances of each substrate varied
only maximally by a factor of 2, while the primary difference
between substrates was the partitioning between the fast and
slow processes. Generally, the mutant substrates exhibited
a large fraction of complexes that reacted via the slow phase,
0.81-0.87, while LoxP partitioned more equally between
the slow and fast phases. As with LoxAT (16), Cre
discriminates between LoxP, LoxTA, and LoxGC at the
levels of both active complex assembly and turnover rate.
The low level of LoxGC reaction extent represents an
additional and previously un-described level of substrate
differentiation. This behavior may be related to the fact that
LoxGC is the lowest affinity substrate.

CreQQ Suppresses Lox8/27 Substitution Effects on Binding
and TurnoVer. In all CreWT-DNA complex structures
determined to date, Glu262 makes an unfavorable contact
with the phosphate of Ade25 of Lox substrates (Figure 1c).
When Glu262 is substituted to Gln, we hypothesized that

the unfavorable contact is replaced by a favorable amide-
phosphate interaction that greatly enhances DNA-binding
(16). Indeed, CreQQ exhibited increased affinity and reaction
rates in vitro for both LoxP and LoxAT but reduced
specificity between these substrates (16). The Glu266f Gln
mutation does not significantly affect DNA binding but
improves Cre/Lox complex solubility (data not shown).

As with LoxAT, CreQQ also displayed increased binding
with LoxTA and LoxGC, having 3-7-fold higher affinity
than CreWT (Table 1). CreQQ had similar substrate prefer-
ences as CreWT, in that LoxP had the lowest apparentKD

and LoxGC had the highest apparentKD (Figure 4a), but it
exhibited much lower specificity. CreQQ had only a 2.5-
fold higher KD with LoxGC compared to LoxP, whereas
CreWT had an 8.5-fold difference. Significantly, CreQQ also
rescued the reduction in LoxGC reaction extent. While
CreWT had up to 8.6-fold reduced reaction extent of LoxGC
compared to LoxP in 30 min reactions (Table 2; 5.6-fold
reduced extent in 16-h reactions, see Table 1), CreQQ
maintained a similar reaction extent with each substrate
(Tables 1 and 2). The Hill coefficients followed a different
trend than with CreWT. With CreQQ, LoxGC had the largest
Hill coefficient (3.9), and LoxP had the smallest (2.0).

FIGURE 2: In vitro recombination assay. 34 bp Lox duplex (“Lox”) is recombined with Lox-containing 220 bp duplex DNA, upon addition
of CreWT or CreQQ. The Lox-containing DNA is labeled on the 5′ ends with32P (*). Recombination yields two labeled duplex products,
of 141 bp and 113 bp. The reaction mixture is separated by SDS-PAGE, and the unreacted substrate (“S-220”), products (“P-141” and
“P-113”), and the slower migrating HJ intermediate (“HJ”) are visualized and quantitated using autoradiography and phosphorimaging.
Impurities (“i”, <2% of total counts) were not included in the quantitation. The two gels are representative of the raw data for assembly
titration reactions of CreWT/LoxGC (left panel) and CreQQ/LoxGC (right panel), with the complex concentration (in nM) listed above
each lane.

FIGURE 3: Assembly titration and kinetic assay data for CreWT and CreQQ reactions with LoxTA and LoxGC. (a) Substrate turnover as
a function of active Cre4Lox2 complex concentration. Assembly titration data and averaged fit curves are shown for CreWT (black curves)
and CreQQ (gray curves) with LoxTA (left plot) and LoxGC (right plot). Error bars denote the standard deviation from four replicate
reactions. The inset details the CreWT/LoxGC reaction. LoxP and LoxAT reactions have been reported earlier (16). (b) Substrate turnover
as a function of time. Time course data and fit curves are shown for CreWT (black curves) and CreQQ (gray curves) with LoxTA (left plot)
and LoxGC (right plot). Error bars denote the standard deviation from four replicate reactions. The inset details the CreWT/LoxGC reaction.
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CreQQ also accelerated recombination rates with all
substrates compared to CreWT (Figure 4b). The rate
constants for both reaction phases increased up to 3.8-fold,
with favored partitioning toward the fast phase with each
substrate (Table 2). As a result, CreQQ did not distinguish
kinetically between the substrates, and the fit-derivedt1/2

values were within experimental error (Table 2).
Binding Affinity Influences the Rate-Limiting Reaction

Step.To determine the effects of Lox 8/27 mutations on each
of the two strand exchanges, we tested whether the substitu-
tions differentially altered the HJ and product formation rates.
We followed HJ and product formation in the same reactions
and compared rate constants (Tables 3 and 4) and progress
curves (Figure 5). When HJ and product appearance exhibit
similar time courses, the first strand exchange is rate-limiting.
Indeed, for CreWT/LoxP (Figure 5a), HJ and product
formation curves essentially overlap. Protein-DNA associa-
tion is not the slowest step in this case because the rate
constants do not change when Cre/Lox concentrations are
halved (data not shown). Thus, the rate-limiting step occurs
after active complex formation but before the completion of
the first strand exchange.

However, in CreWT reactions with the Lox8/27 substrates,
HJ formation is clearly faster than product formation (Figure
5a), indicating that weaker binding influences the rate-
limiting step in these reactions. In fact, HJ formation is more
rapid for LoxAT and LoxTA, compared to LoxP, while
LoxGC is only 1.7-fold slower (Figure 5b and Table 3). Rate-
limiting product formation in LoxAT and LoxTA reactions
was 3.8-fold slower than LoxP (Figure 5b) and could
essentially be described by a single rate constant (Table 4).
In the extreme case of CreWT/LoxGC, product formation

was delayed 60 s while HJ intermediates were observed at
the earliest sample time of 30 s. The difference in the
apparent number of processes involved in the first and second
strand exchange (Tables 3 and 4) implies that, generally,
biphasic substrate disappearance kinetics arise from assembly
of two initial complexes, one that reacts immediately, and
another that undergoes a rearrangement to the rapidly acting
form prior to the first strand exchange.

Since HJ formation is faster than product formation for
the Lox8/27 substrates, HJ isomerization and/or the second
strand exchange are rate-limiting. In contrast to the CreWT
reactions with 8/27 substrates, analogous CreQQ reactions
exhibit the early rate-limiting step (Tables 3 and 4): HJ and
product formation progress curves overlap as they do with
CreWT/LoxP (Figure 5c). Thus, the delay in product
formation in the mutant substrates is likely to be a result of
less tight DNA binding by CreWT. The results also suggest
that the Cre-DNA affinity switch during HJ isomerization
is the driving force for the second strand exchange.

DISCUSSION

Cre Exhibits Multiple LeVels of Substrate Discrimination.
Our data suggest that Cre’s recombination specificity is
manifested at three levels, each of which are related to its
affinity for the 13 bp repeat. At the level of active complex
assembly, increases in half-saturating concentrations and
sigmoidicity effectively discriminated against reduced-bind-
ing LoxAT (16) and LoxTA substrates at low concentrations
but this discrimination vanished at high concentrations.
However, the most severely perturbed LoxGC substrate
produced little product, even at saturation, suggesting that
DNA-binding free energy is also linked to assembly of
recombination-competent complexes. At the kinetic level and
consistent with our previous observations, Cre-mutant Lox
complexes exhibited reduced turnover rates that varied with
DNA affinity, albeit nonlinearly. Together, the two concen-
tration-independent influences, that is reductions in turnover
rate and reaction extent, contribute 35-60-fold to discrimi-
nation between LoxP and LoxGC. The connection between
these three seemingly distinct specificity mechanisms and
Cre substrate affinity is further supported by their suppression
by tighter-binding CreQQ protein.

Mechanistically, increased sigmoidicity of the assembly
titration curves might result from thermodynamic linkage of
favorable protein-DNA and intersubunit contacts with
unfavorable energetic barriers to assembling active recom-
bination complexes. The likely origins of these adverse
influences are specific bending of the Lox 8 bp spacer DNA
(58) and protein conformational strain. In particular, the low
LoxGC reaction extent may reflect the effects of this
“assembly strain”. With insufficient DNA binding affinity,
Cre-DNA complexes may have a greater proclivity to be
trapped in alternate misassembled forms. This idea is
supported by the recovery of high product levels in CreQQ/
LoxGC reactions. The structural nature of these mis-
assembled complexes is not known, but they may lack the
complete complement of intermolecular interactions, or
possess higher conformational barriers to strand exchange.
However, the lack of a correlation between apparent DNA
affinity and Hill number suggests a more detailed explana-
tion, specific to the substitutions, is required. For example,

FIGURE 4: Normalized assembly titration and time course progress
curves. The maximum substrate reacted (“extent”) was used as the
normalization factor, and curves are drawn using the fit parameters
from Tables 1 and 2. Models and fits are described in Experimental
Procedures. The substrates are indicated adjacent to each curve.
(a) Complex assembly reactions. CreWT (black) and CreQQ (gray)
binding curves are determined from an average of four or more
reactions. The plot is expanded to 0-200 nM complex concentra-
tions to show the differences between the CreQQ reactions. (b)
Time course reactions. CreWT (black) and CreQQ (gray) curves
are determined from the average of 3 or more replicates, and the
curves from CreQQ reactions with each substrate overlap.
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the origin of the low sigmoidicity for LoxGC concentration-
dependence is not known. This property may reflect the
inaccuracies of measurements for low turnover reactions but
also may be a result of turnover by a subpopulation of
complexes assembled from higher-order Cre oligomers,

which tend to form from free Cre protein under the reaction
conditions (16, 52).

Generality of Affinity-Kinetic Coupling.The results re-
ported here coincide with our previous observations, sug-
gesting that Cre generally recombines weaker-binding sub-

FIGURE 5: Normalized HJ and product formation in time course reactions. The representative curves are normalized to 100%, using the
maximum substrate turned over to HJ or products in each reaction as the normalization factor. The fit parameters are listed in Tables 3
and 4. (a) CreWT reactions. The time dependence of HJ formation is shown as gray curves/gray diamonds, and product formation as
black curves/open circles. (b) Comparison of the time dependence of HJ formation (left panel) or product formation (right panel) in
CreWT reactions. (c) CreQQ reactions. HJ formation is shown as gray curves/gray diamonds, and product formation as black curves/open
circles.
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strates more slowly. Other reduced-binding Lox substrates
with differently located substitutions also exhibit this be-
havior, but in these cases direct active site perturbation cannot
be ruled out (data not shown). Cre apparently expresses its
kinetic specificity differently from restriction enzymes and
DNA glycosylases since the distant 8/27 substitutions are
not likely to perturb the active site. While the 3-7-fold
kinetic discrimination factors with 8/27-substituted substrates
are small compared to restriction enzyme fidelity levels, they
can be potentially significant in vivo where they can be
amplified by non-steady-state conditions. InE. coli, Cre-
mediated marker excision is markedly slower with LoxAT
and LoxGC compared to LoxP (S. Martin and E. Baldwin,
unpublished data).

What is the mechanism of this affinity-kinetic coupling
for CreWT? The rate-limiting step changes from occurring
before the first strand exchange with LoxP, to occurring after
the first strand exchange with the lower affinity 8/27-
substituted substrates. Interestingly, HJ formation rates are
comparable to that for LoxP, but product formation was
significantly slower and delayed with LoxGC (Figure 5b).
This affinity-dependent inhibition of HJ resolution could be
manifested in any of several reaction steps after HJ formation.
We previously suggested that poorer DNA binding allows
the noncleaving Cre subunit to allosterically down-regulate
the cleaving subunit active site via the 198-208 loop (16).
Chemical steps during the second strand exchange could also
be directly perturbed by rearrangements or order changes in
the active site. In either case, structural differences between
initiation and HJ-resolution complexes (Figure 1b) would
need to be invoked to rationalize a differential effect on the
second strand exchange.

A simpler alternative “conformational coupling model” is
that HJ isomerization itself is inhibited; that is, poorer DNA
binding slows the switch between noncleaving and cleaving
Cre subunit conformations. HJ isomerization may be retarded
because of an overall change in Cre affinity for DNA that
occurs upon conformational switching. This affinity change
is suggested by ordering and positioning differences of Cre
protomers in complex crystal structures (16), with the more
well-ordered and tightly associated cleaving subunits binding
DNA more strongly than the poorly ordered and loosely
associated noncleaving subunits. In this view, the driving
force for HJ isomerization is preferential association of the
cleaving subunit with the Lox arm that is cleaved during HJ
resolution (Figure 1b) (29, 35). Reduced DNA affinity
renders this interconversion less favorable, so that it becomes
rate-limiting. With particularly poor-binding substrates, a
delay in product appearance might be expected, as is
observed with LoxGC. When protein-DNA affinity is
restored using CreQQ, events prior to HJ formation again
become rate-limiting. Apparently, DNA release by the
cleaving subunit during isomerization is not limiting, or
CreQQ would inhibit HJ resolution.

The conformational coupling model described above is an
example of how altering protein-DNA interactions can
influence multistep reactions. Conformational differences
lead to differential stability changes in reaction intermediates
and transition states in response to mutations, affecting
reaction progress and outcome. For example, differential
stabilization of the initiation complex and first-strand ex-
change intermediates over the second exchange intermediates

and product complexes could reduce the maximum amount
of substrate turnover as observed with LoxGC. Although
LoxGC turns over much less substrate the HJ to product ratio
is similar to that for LoxP (Tables 3 and 4), suggesting that
free energy differences in initiation complex formation rather
than differential stabilization of reaction intermediates is
responsible for the low yields. To a first approximation the
conformational coupling model proposed above provides a
ready explanation for the gross reactivity differences based
on DNA affinity, but the complete explanation may be more
complex. Clearly, the differences in HJ accumulation levels
and reaction parameters between similarly binding LoxAT
and LoxTA substrates (Tables 1-4) require a more detailed
description and may reflect a number of energy shifts along
the reaction coordinate.

Arg259 Makes a Preferential Interaction with Gua27 of
LoxP. The bidentate hydrogen-bond donors of Arg259
guanidinium Nε and Nη1 are ideally configured for specific
interaction with Gua27 O6 and N7, although this particular
recognition mode is somewhat less common than “end-on”
recognition by Arg Nη1 and Nη2 atoms (seeDatabase
Analysis of Protein-DNA Interactions in Experimental
Procedures). Data presented here and elsewhere (16, 41, 43,
57, 59) indicate that the Arg259-Gua27 interaction is a
significant contributor to Cre-LoxP recognition, and sub-
stituting the Cyt8-Gua27 basepair with the three other
basepairs significantly weakens Cre binding. The preference
order observed here, Gua> Ade ∼ Thy . Cyt, and, in
particular, the severe disruption by the Cyt substitution,
suggests unique structural responses to the substitutions. The
particularly deleterious LoxGC effect on recombination was
not indicated by the similar Cre binding reductions for all
8/27 substitutions assessed by EMSA (57). This discrepancy
underscores the need to examine the complete reaction to
evaluate mutational consequences, since EMSA results are
sensitive to complex kinetic stability and other factors.

The structural reasons for the extreme behavior of LoxGC
await the CreWT/LoxGC complex structure solution. In
the CreWT/LoxAT complex, Arg259 does not interact with
Thy27 O4 because of steric hindrance with 5-methyl group
(16), and the similar affinity of LoxTA may reflect a sim-
ilar loss of the Arg-Gua interaction. The LoxGC effect
likely involves more than the simple inability to provide
hydrogen-bond acceptors for Arg259. Other mechanisms,
such as an unfavorable cation-pi interaction (60), may
contribute to particular discrimination against Cyt29. Inter-
estingly, Flp recombinase has a different recombination
preference order for analogous FRT substitutions in vitro,
Gua > Thy > Cyt > Ade (49), suggesting that context
contributions beyond the Arg-Gua interaction are important.

Role of Glu262 in Substrate Discrimination.The unfavor-
able Glu262-phosphate interaction has a key role in
sequence discrimination by Cre. Conversion to a favorable
contact in CreQQ suppressed the binding and kinetic defects
of all the 8/27-substituted Lox sites; that is, they behaved
more similarly and, in particular, recombination rates were
indistinguishable.

The Glu262 f Gln mutation is also associated with
increased Cre reactivity toward Lox sites containing a variety
of substitutions (40, 42, discussed in ref16). At moderately
high concentrations (>150 nM LoxP/600 nM CreQQ),
CreQQ will even recombine the triply substituted LoxM7
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(41), which shows no activity with CreWT at complex
concentrations up to 1200 nM LoxP/4800 nM CreWT (S.
Martin and E. Baldwin, unpublished data).

The manner in which CreQQ accelerates reactions is not
simply related to its global affinity, since it binds LoxGC
about as tightly as CreWT binds LoxP, but it recombined
LoxGC more than twice as rapidly. Local immobilization
of the DNA backbone imposed by the Gln262 amide-
phosphate interaction alone cannot explain this effect.
Although CreQQ reacted with a LoxP half-site suicide
substrate ("l*/r" in ref35) at most 30-40% faster compared
to CreWT (data not shown), this increase is significantly
below the 2-4-fold increases in rate constants and 2.5-17-
fold reductions int1/2 values for CreQQ reactions with full-
site substrates.

The absence of base contacts in the favorable Gln262-
backbone interaction would seem to suggest that CreQQ
affinity increases should be DNA sequence-independent.
Indeed, CreQQ more or less preserves the CreWT specificity
order in the 8/27 mutant series, arguing for a nonspecific
enhancement mechanism. However, protein and DNA sub-
stitutions at this interface have previously been associated
with significant shifts in the DNA backbone (16, 59), and
Gln262 might be expected to interact differently in such
contexts. This “indirect readout” may account for the
discrepancy between the 3-fold enhancement for LoxTA
binding and the 7-fold enhancement with LoxGC. Structural
comparisons of CreQQ and CreWT complexes with Lox8/
27 mutants will address the underlying mechanism for this
differential effect.

Interplay between Substrate Affinity and Reaction Speci-
ficity. A key implication of these results is that Cre’s overall
substrate affinity is finely tuned for specificity. Surprisingly,
the apparent role of Glu262 is to attenuate Cre binding, acting
as a kind of “gate-keeper” that sets the affinity threshold for
viable substrates. Because of the high degree of binding
cooperativity mediated through protein oligomerization,
promiscuous binding by Cre subunits might be expected to
more drastically reduce specificity than would be the case
for a monomeric protein. Several other protein-DNA
complexes depict similar carboxylate-phosphate interactions
(see Experimental Procedures and Supplemental Table 2,
Supporting Information), providing evidence that this dis-
crimination strategy could be generally utilized. The repulsive
interaction may also facilitate protein movement along DNA
by lowering the activation barrier for dissociation, suggested
by the occurrence of such carboxylate interactions between
T7 polymerase or HIV-reverse transcriptase with their
double-stranded templates.

Another implication is that Cre mutants with altered
specificity for the 13 bp repeat should have no intrinsic limit
to high activity, and recombination defects could be sup-
pressed by simple affinity increases. In this regard, CreQQ
or the Gln262 substitution may prove generally useful for
enhancing recombination of poor substrates in vivo, such as
the partially inactivated Lox sites used to promote unidirec-
tional recombination (61). However, it does not appear likely
that affinity increases will ameliorate defects from 8 bp
spacer substitutions, which can severely alter the course and
outcome of the reaction (30). Similarly, 13 bp repeat DNA
substitutions near the active site (Lox nucleotides 10-13 and
20-23), and the corresponding compensating Cre substitu-

tions that restore binding might also be disruptive for
catalysis.
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